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Running Reliable systems
Part 1: An Overview of Site Reliability Engineering (SRE)
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Software Delivery and Operational 
performance is key



208 TIMES 
MORE

Comparing the elite 
group against the 
low performers, 

we find that 
elite performers 

have…

frequent code 
deployments

106 TIMES 
FASTER

lead time from 
commit to deploy

7 TIMES 
LOWER

change failure rate
(changes are 1/7 as likely to fail)

2,604 TIMES 
FASTER

time to recover 
from incidents

2019 Accelerate: State of DevOps cloud.google.com/devops

http://cloud.google.com/devops


What is 
Site Reliability Engineering? 1



Brainstorm what concerns 
come to mind when you 
think of reliability and h.  

Exercise:
What special 
about 
reliability?



The Most Important Feature of Any 
System is its Reliability



[SRE] it's what happens when you 
ask a software engineer to design 
an operations functionally.”

“

Benjamin Treynor-Sloss
Vice President of 24x7 Engineering and Founder of SRE, 
Google



SRE is what you get when you treat 
operations as a software problem. 

The mission is to protect, provide for, and progress 
software and systems with an ever-watchful eye on 
their availability, latency, performance, and capacity.
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Our Monitoring Doesn't Decide Our 
Reliability - Our Users Do
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Meeting our reliability goals requires -
Well engineered software
Well engineered operations
Well engineered business



Operators

Stability

How do you 
incentivize
reliability?

Developers

Agility
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Concept Business Development Operations Market

Agile 
solves this

DevOps 
solves this

SRE

Reducing product lifecycle friction



Be data driven 
Operations is a software 

engineering problem 

SRE approach  to operations



 SRE is a job function, a mindset, and 
a set of engineering approaches to 
running better production systems.

 Site Reliability Engineers develop 
solutions to design, build, and run 
large-scale systems scalably, 
reliably, and efficiently.

 We approach our work with a spirit of 
constructive pessimism: we hope for 
the best, but plan for the worst.

 

 We guide system architecture 
by operating at the intersection 
of software development and 
systems engineering.

What do SRE teams do?



A principled way
to agree on the 

desired reliability
of a service



Error Budgets
The key principle of SRE 2



= which fraction of time
the service is available and working

Availability =
good time

total time

 Relatively easy to measure for a continuous 
binary metric e.g. machine uptime

Naive approach:

How to measure reliability

 Much harder for distributed request/response services

 – Is a server that currently does not get requests up or down?
– If 1 of 3 servers are down, is the service up or down?Intuitive for humans



= which fraction of real users for whom 
the service is available and working

Availability =
good events
total events

 Handles distributed request/response services 
well

More sophisticated approach:

How to measure reliability

 Enables these cases:

 – Is a server that currently does not get requests up or down?
– If 1 of 3 servers are down, is the service up or down?



Reliability 
level

Allowed unreliability window

per year per quarter per 30 days

 90% 36.5 days 9 days 3 days

 95% 18.25 days 4.5 days 1.5 days

 99% 3.65 days 21.6 hours 7.2 hours

 99.5% 1.83 days 10.8 hours 3.6 hours

 99.9% 8.76 hours 2.16 hours 43.2 minutes

 99.95% 4.38 hours 1.08 hours 21.6 minutes

 99.99% 52.6 minutes 12.96 minutes 4.32 minutes

 99.999% 5.26 minutes 1.30 minutes 25.9 seconds

Error Rate Allowed 
duration

 100% 21.6 minutes

 10% 3.6 hours

 1% 36 hours

 0.1% 15 days

<0.05% all month

Source: https://landing.google.com/sre/sre-book/chapters/availability-table/
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Exercise:
Why 100% is 
the wrong 
target?
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100% is the wrong 
reliability target for 
basically everything.

“
”

Benjamin Treynor-Sloss
Vice President of 24x7 Engineering and Founder of SRE, 
Google



● Product management & SRE define 
an availability target.

● 100% minus availability target
is a “budget of unreliability”
(or the error budget).

● Monitoring measures actual uptime.

● Control loop for utilizing budget! Public Domain Image

Error budgets

https://pixnio.com/miscellaneous/404-error-not-found#


Implications of Error Budgets

When budget is exhausted:

Prioritize Reliability
● freeze feature releases
● prioritize postmortem items
● automate deployment pipelines
● improve monitoring and observability
● require SRE consultation

When budget is available:

Prioritize Velocity
● release new features
● expected system changes
● inevitable failure in hardware, networks, etc.
● planned downtime
● risky experiments



SLI
service level 
indicator: a 
well-defined 
measure of 'good 
enough'

SLO
service level 
objective: a 
top-line target for 
fraction of good 
interactions

SLA
service level 
agreement: an SLO 
with -generally 
financial- 
consequences

Key terminology   

Critical User 
Journey (CUJ)
An important workflow 
that makes the user 
happy … or unhappy

Error Budget
Amount of unreliability allowed to operate within SLO

�� ��



Product lifecycle

Concept Business Development Operations Market

SLO & SRE
solve this problem

Business Process



The 
practices of 
SRE3
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● Toil management
● Engineering alignment
● Blamelessness

● SLOs
● Dashboards
● Analytics

● Forecasting
● Demand-driven
● Performance

● Release process
● Consulting design
● Automation

● Oncall
● Analysis
● Postmortems

Areas of practice

Metrics & 
Monitoring

Capacity 
Planning

Emergency 
Response

Change 
Management Culture



Lesson 1: SRE Requires Cultural 
Change



Empowering SREs 
Blamelessness  and 

psychological safety 

Enabling culture



Lesson 2: SRE Requires Leadership 
buy in



How to get 
started4
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SLOs with 
consequences

Make tomorrow 
better than today

Regulate your 
own workload

1 2 3

Practical ● SLOs & Error budgets
● Post-mortems

● Automation & Toil
● Monitoring
● Canaries

● On-call rotations
● Workload 

self-determination

Cultural 1.   Accept Failure as Normal
2.   Reduce Organizational Silos

3.   Implement Gradual Change
4.   Leverage Tooling & Automation 5.   Measure Everything

Form SRE team

(1) Based on ‘SRE Team Lifecycle’ chapter of the SRE Workbook 

A Sample Journey toward SRE



1. Start with Service Level Objectives.
SRE teams work to a SLO and/or error 
budget. They defend the SLO.

2. Hire people who write software.
They'll quickly become bored by performing 
tasks by hand and replace manual work.

3. Ensure parity of respect with rest of the 
development/engineering organization.

4. Provide a feedback loop for self-regulation.
SRE teams choose their work.
SREs must be able to shed work or reduce 
SLOs when overloaded.

Do these 
four things.
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Lessons Learned
Choose a critical PRODUCTION 
Payload 
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Lessons Learned
If you don't Build it, it isn't a good 
candidate to start with
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Lessons Learned
Success will be iterative and 
incremental



1. SLOs and policies are not set in stone.
You should be periodically reviewing 
everything you do.

2. Blamelessness and honesty are critical.
Examine your problems and find a path 
forward.

3. Don’t let the perfect be the enemy of the 
good.
Start with a few basic SLOs and use them as 
a beachhead.

4. Measure your improvements.
Even very simplistic data has value if you 
can measure it.

Celebrate 
your 
success, 
examine 
your failure, 
and iterate



Resources5
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SLOs with 
consequences

Make tomorrow 
better than today

Regulate your 
own workload

1 2 3

Google's 
Open 
Source

SLO Generator
● [IaC]Terraform GCP Provider 
● Magic Modules 
● Cloud Foundation Toolkit 

● Kubernetes
● kubectl metrics 

GCP 
Tooling

● Cloud Operations( SLIs, SLOs, SLO burn 
rates Alerts)

● Robust reliable managed services 
depends on need (3,4,5 nines)

● CI/CD products 
● GCP Operations
● GKE/Anthos - advance deployments 

configuration.
● Secret Manager 

● GCP Operations( Monitoring, log based 
metrics , Alerting - incident management, 
dashboard for observability, public status page)  

● GKE/Anthos -Out of the box integration 
and self healing configuration. 

Practical
● SLOs & Error budgets
● Post-mortems
● Production Readiness Review

● Automation & Toil
● Monitoring
● Canaries

● On-call rotations
● Workload self-determination

Cultural 1.   Accept Failure as Normal
2.   Reduce Organizational Silos

3.   Implement Gradual Change
4.   Leverage Tooling & Automation 5.   Measure Everything

Form SRE team

(1) Based on ‘SRE Team Lifecycle’ chapter of the SRE Workbook 

A Sample Journey toward SRE

https://github.com/terraform-google-modules/terraform-google-slo
https://github.com/terraform-google-modules
https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/magic-modules
https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/cloud-foundation-toolkit
https://github.com/kubernetes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kube-state-metrics
https://cloud.google.com/architecture/framework/design-considerations
https://cloud.google.com/docs/ci-cd/
https://status.cloud.google.com/
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SLOs with 
consequences

Make tomorrow 
better than today

Regulate your 
own workload

1 2 3

Resources 

[Recording] 
'Achieving 
Resiliency on 
Google 
Cloud' by 
Ben Treynor 
Sloss

● [Blog]SRE fundamentals: SLIs, SLAs and 
SLOs 

● Run The art of SLO workshop internally 
(SLOs Public resources)

● [Recording]5x9 in Google by Brad 
Calder

● [Whitepaper]A Practical Guide to 
Moving to Cloud

● Canarying Well: Lessons 
Learned from Canarying Large 
Populations

●

● [Blog]Step By Step - SLO Creation 
● [Recording] Service Monitoring and 

observability
● [Blog]Setting up Cloud Operations for 

GKE
● [Qwiklabs]Site Reliability 

Troubleshooting with Cloud 
Monitoring APM

● [Coursera]Logging, Monitoring and 
Observability in Google Cloud

Book 
Chapters 

How SRE 
Relates to 
DevOps

● Postmortems
● Evolving SRE Engagement Model
● Introducing Non-Abstract Large 

System Design

● The Evolution of Automation at 
Google

● Canarying-releases

● Incident Response
● Monitoring Distributed Systems

Form SRE team
A Sample Journey toward SRE: Resources

Getting 
Started 

http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/gcp/sre-fundamentals-slis-slas-and-slos
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/gcp/sre-fundamentals-slis-slas-and-slos
https://landing.google.com/sre/resources/practicesandprocesses/art-of-slos/
https://youtu.be/kYDe2aS4cCo
https://youtu.be/kYDe2aS4cCo
https://googlesre.page.link/cloud-migration-guide
https://googlesre.page.link/cloud-migration-guide
https://www.usenix.org/conference/srecon18europe/presentation/davidovic
https://www.usenix.org/conference/srecon18europe/presentation/davidovic
https://www.usenix.org/conference/srecon18europe/presentation/davidovic
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/management-tools/practical-guide-to-setting-slos
https://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS200#infrastructure
https://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS200#infrastructure
https://medium.com/google-cloud/setting-up-cloud-operations-for-gke-a21b49979693
https://medium.com/google-cloud/setting-up-cloud-operations-for-gke-a21b49979693
https://www.qwiklabs.com/focuses/4185?catalog_rank=%7B%22rank%22%3A1%2C%22num_filters%22%3A0%2C%22has_search%22%3Atrue%7D&parent=catalog&search_id=8536212
https://www.qwiklabs.com/focuses/4185?catalog_rank=%7B%22rank%22%3A1%2C%22num_filters%22%3A0%2C%22has_search%22%3Atrue%7D&parent=catalog&search_id=8536212
https://www.qwiklabs.com/focuses/4185?catalog_rank=%7B%22rank%22%3A1%2C%22num_filters%22%3A0%2C%22has_search%22%3Atrue%7D&parent=catalog&search_id=8536212
https://www.coursera.org/learn/logging-monitoring-observability-google-cloud
https://www.coursera.org/learn/logging-monitoring-observability-google-cloud
https://sre.google/workbook/how-sre-relates/
https://sre.google/workbook/how-sre-relates/
https://sre.google/workbook/how-sre-relates/
https://sre.google/workbook/postmortem-culture/
https://sre.google/sre-book/evolving-sre-engagement-model/
https://landing.google.com/sre/workbook/chapters/non-abstract-design
https://landing.google.com/sre/workbook/chapters/non-abstract-design
https://sre.google/sre-book/automation-at-google/
https://sre.google/sre-book/automation-at-google/
https://sre.google/workbook/canarying-releases/
https://sre.google/workbook/incident-response/
https://sre.google/sre-book/monitoring-distributed-system
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How can you get started as an engineer/practitioner?
● Start by understanding the key concepts and terminology(Reliability, CUJ, SLO, SLI, Error budget)

○ [Blog]SRE fundamentals: SLIs, SLAs and SLOs 

○ [Recording] 'Achieving Resiliency on Google Cloud' by Ben Treynor Sloss

○ SLOs Cheatsheet

● Run The art of SLO workshop internally (SLOs Public resources)

● Implement your learning in your own payload and create your first SLI/SLO

○ Start Simple and iterate : Start with 1-3 CUJ and 1-3 SLI/SLO each, use the data that you currently have and solve 
gaps that you identify along the way.

GCP operations (formerly Stackdriver):

○ Check this step by step guide to get started Learn how to set SLOs - Step By Step - SRE tips

○ [Recording] Service Monitoring and observability( Until 8:34 Recap of basic terminology 8:34-20:16 Equifax story, 
20:16 onword - SLO monitoring demo)

You can find more Google's SRE content at DevOps & SRE Cloud Blog and CRE Life Lessons

https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/gcp/sre-fundamentals-slis-slas-and-slos
http://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS105
https://bit.ly/SLOCheatSheetSVG
https://landing.google.com/sre/resources/practicesandprocesses/art-of-slos/
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/management-tools/practical-guide-to-setting-slos
https://cloud.withgoogle.com/next/sf/sessions?session=OPS200#infrastructure
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/devops-sre
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/cre-life-lessons
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How can you can get started? 

bit.ly/Public_SRE_Resources



*Cover images used with permission. These books can be found on shop.oreilly.com.

Public 
Resources

●                               for leaders Developing a Google SRE Culture , for engineers 

Site Reliability Engineering: Measuring and Managing Reliability, 

● Art of SLOs classroom: The Art Of SLOs 

● Blogs: DevOps & SRE

● Google Professional Services SRE packages

● The books

https://ssearch.oreilly.com/?i=1;q=site+reliability;q1=Books;x1=t1&act=fc_contenttype_Books
https://www.coursera.org/learn/developing-a-google-sre-culture
https://www.coursera.org/learn/site-reliability-engineering-slos
https://landing.google.com/sre/resources/practicesandprocesses/art-of-slos/
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/devops-sre
http://landing.google.com/sre/books/

